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A Welcome from Fr Andrew

I don’t know how many articles, letters, sermons that I have written have included

the phrase ‘at time of writing/speaking…’  That’s the reality of this pandemic, it is

grinding on, and who would have believed a year ago that we would be in our third

national lockdown, that we face the prospect of a second constrained Easter and that

Christmas was so low key because of restrictions?

In my article this month I have shared some thoughts about the pandemic and why it

is so hard to know where we are at the moment.  As someone once said, ‘the problem

with being lost is not that you don’t know where you’re going, it’s that you don’t

know where you are’!  I have tried to locate where we are and where we are going in

relation to the story of the Exodus.

The pandemic has made us think about how, where and why we gather.  The Minster

is a focal point for gathering because we love the building and also the people who

gather there.  As we know, David Morgan has a knack of weaving together the stories

of the ‘living stones’, the people with the actual stories of the church.  This month he

tells the fascinating tale of Dorothy Pennyman and her marriage in the 18th century.

It is always good to hear about people who have worshipped at the Minster over the

years, not least those who have ministered here more recently.  You will enjoy a story,

used by permission from the BBC News website, about Fr Lee Taylor and the

difference he has been making in and around his parish with his customary style and

panache!

One of the archbishops buried in the Minster is famously John Whitgift.  One of his

passions was that the Bible be translated into a language ‘understanded of the people’.

He made great strides in the translation of the Bible into Welsh.  This month Craig

Holmes reflects on his appreciation of learning more about the translation of the Bible,

just after Whitgift’s time, when King James I commissioned a translation, an

‘Authorised Version’ also known by his name.



One of the great losses of the pandemic has been for us all to gather as a church,

mindful that when the church has been open those self-isolating or shielding haven’t

been able to come.  One real casualty of this has been our work for and with our

children and young people in the Sunday groups, Kingfishers and Blue Door Group.

But behind the scenes contact has been going on and some lovely material shared.

Catherine Cunningham shares her family’s experience of getting the material which

really enhanced their family Christmas.

In his article Jon Blanchard explores the liturgical greeting ‘The Lord be with you’.

Won’t it be wonderful when the day comes that as a whole church we can gather again

and say to one another, ‘The Lord be with you’ and respond ‘And also with you’.

May the Lord be with your spirit!

Are We Nearly There Yet?

Fr Andrew reflects on the journey through the pandemic.

‘Are we nearly there yet?’ – that’s the question that children pose somewhere near

the beginning of a car journey!  It’s a question many are asking, young and old, about

the pandemic.

Are we at the end of the beginning or the beginning of the end of the pandemic:

who is to know?  On medical and epidemiological grounds we can be thankful that

the vaccine is being administered and there are good signs, at the time of writing,

that the debilitating series of lockdowns are coming to an end.

But what about in terms of Christian faith?  I have been pondering our ‘pandemic

journey’ in relation to the major Biblical theme of the Exodus.  We can read it

alongside our experience of both the pandemic in particular and life in general, and

see where we find ourselves.

Exodus

Fleeing Egypt

The Exodus is the dramatic and identity-shaping escape of the People of Israel from

Egypt.  They had been held captive there, enslaved and downtrodden.  Through the

leadership of Moses, Aaron and Miriam, God was able to deliver them from Pharaoh

and they fled through the Red Sea.  Moses cried out, ‘Let my people go!’  They were

trapped and could see no way out.  It was hard to believe that God was on their side,

and even when he was, there were false dawns because Pharaoh would break

promises about letting them go.  Life was debilitating and it was hard to see that

they would ever be free.  But they did shake off their captivity and through the

Passover they were delivered.
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Wilderness

They crossed the Red Sea and ended up in the wilderness.  The wilderness experience

was formative and filled with ‘life lessons’.  The Israelites thanked God for their

deliverance;  but then grumbled that they were still in the wilderness and said they

preferred Egypt, however bad it was.  They received the Law at Moses’ hands;  but

they made a Golden Calf which they worshipped.  They journeyed on – led by a pillar

of cloud by day, and a pillar of fire by night;  yet often they moaned and said they

would rather return to Egypt.  They grumbled about food;  but they received

miraculous manna from heaven.

Exit from Egypt did not mean all was sorted.  A journey that could take a few days

from the Red Sea to the Promised Land of Canaan took them forty years.  Many of

those who escaped from Egypt would not make it into the Promised Land – even

Moses himself, who glimpsed the land but never set foot in it.

The wilderness was a place of learning and growth, even if it felt bleak and barren.

The Promised Land

Even once in the Promised Land there was work to be done, much of which sits

uncomfortably with our modern sensibility.  The Promised Land was not terra nullius

(empty land);  people lived there, there were cities, settlements and shrines.  And

there was strife and conflict as Israel moved into in the Promised Land, the Battle of

Jericho and local kings to be overcome, ‘Og the king of Bashan and Sihon king of the

Amorites’ for example.

The Promised Land was about inhabiting the land, not just stepping into it.

The Lord of Hosts is with us

Where are we on the ‘Exodus continuum’ applied to the pandemic?  Are we on the

brink of the Promised Land;  are we in the wilderness;  or are we still in captivity in

Egypt?  Before answering we also need to think about faith in relation to God’s

presence, hope and time. 

‘The Pillar of Fire’, Paul Hardy (1896)
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What links captivity and escape, wilderness and learning, Promised Land and building

a new future is the assurance expressed in the psalms, ‘The Lord of hosts is with us,

the God of Jacob is our refuge’ (Psalm 46.1).  This is reinforced in St Matthew’s gospel:

Jesus is titled ‘Emmanuel, which means “God with us” ’ (Matthew 1.23);  Jesus

promises where two or three are gathered he is there with them (Matthew 18.20);

and as he ascends into heaven he says, ‘I am with you always, even to the end of

time’ (Matthew 28.20).

So, God’s presence is where we are.  Moses’ inspiration to go back and tell Pharaoh

‘Let my people go’ came from his encounter with the presence of God in the Burning

Bush;  in the wilderness the tabernacle, the tent pitched as a mobile temple, housed

the presence of God and travelled with the people;  in the Promised Land altars were

set up along the way, where God was with the people and the people with God.

Wherever we locate ourselves on the journey, of life and/or pandemic, for people

of faith ‘The Lord of hosts is with us.’

So if God is with us at ‘all times and in all places’, we can root our hope in God and

not in passing illusions.  If we only think chronologically, assuming ‘things can only

get better’, then we will almost certainly be disappointed.  But if we think in terms

of God’s presence in all moments of time, what is known as Kairos time, then we can

be hopeful even if we haven’t arrived at the destination.

Are we nearly there yet?

I don’t imagine that what I have written would silence a child on a car journey!  It

doesn’t answer if the pandemic is over.  It does address, in terms of faith, where we

are on the journey.  We can say:  we have arrived, we are in the process of arriving

and we will arrive.  That is the answer of faith and hope because of the assurance of

God’s presence with us in all moments;  moments of pain, trial, disillusionment.  That

helps us frame the questions that will help us grow: 

Activity Packs for Children

While churches have been unable to provide face-to-face groups for young

people, Diane Edwards has very kindly been preparing and distributing activity

packs to families, in a Covid-secure way, on behalf of the Minster’s Kingfisher

and Blue Door Group Team.  Catherine Cunningham wrote to tell us about how

her family used the resources.  A photograph of their Nativity scene is on the

following page.

The children’s packs that were distributed right before Christmas with the arts and

crafts Holy Family were fantastic.  Alexandra and I did one page on each of the

five days before Christmas, and on Christmas Eve we added some of the figurines

we made into the Nativity scene Alexandra had been working on.

The Mary, Joseph and baby Jesus figurines are from David’s Santon Nativity

scene from his grandfather who lived in South of France.  More information about

santons can be found at https://www.avignon-et-provence.com/en/way-

life/christmas-provence/santons-and-nativity-scene

Thanks so much to Diane!  I can’t imagine how much work it must have been to

carefully cut out all the stickers and pieces of fabric.  We really did appreciate the

packs.

Catherine Cunningham

* If we’re still in Egypt, how do we see God’s presence in adversity and 

experience liberation from what holds us back? 

* If we’re in the wilderness, what are we learning of ourselves and God? 

* If we’re in the Promised Land, what still needs to be overcome to enable us

to live the lives we desire and to shape the society we want to see?





More Than Just Saying Hello:  The Greeting at the Eucharist

Not all churches have the liturgical good sense of the Minster, St George’s and St

Andrew’s.

I noticed an example of this about eighteen months ago when I attended a midday

week day eucharist at a historic English cathedral.  The altar was in one of the ancient

chapels with the altar against the wall.  Personally I have no problem whether the

priest is behind or before the altar.

I was very surprised at one particular detail.  The priest went to the altar and with his

back to us began the service: “The Lord be with you”, he said.  “And also with you”,

we replied.  I am sure that if he was saying “Hello” to someone he would not turn his

back on them as he said it.  And yet “The Lord be with you” is a greeting just as much

as saying “Hello”.  Those particular words do not make much sense to me unless they

are addressed to the congregation.

This little exchange, “The Lord be with you”, “And also with you”, is a primitive

element of the eucharist but sometimes seems to cause some confusion.  In the first

place it is a greeting just like saying “Hello”.  But it is not just the priest greeting the

people:  the people respond by returning the greeting.  In fact “The Lord be with you”

is not just saying “Hello” but is a blessing.  The people return the blessing by saying

in effect, “May the Lord bless you also.”  That is what “And also with you” means,

but I have always thought the words are unnecessarily flat.  The Anglican Church in

Wales very sensibly to my mind has the people reply: “And with your spirit”.

The exchange is a formal greeting but it is more than just that.  In secular terms it

marks the opening of the meeting, but a meeting under God.  The priest and people

recognise each other and so bring the church in that place and at that time into being.

As the people reply together, they recognise that they are not just there as individuals

but as members of a body.  By responding to the priest, they recognise that they are

part of a wider body than that particular congregation.  The priest has authority to

preside through having been ordained by a bishop, which means that in their person

they connect the local congregation with the universal church.

The word ‘church’ is used in two different senses in the New Testament.  One meaning

is the local church, for example the church at Corinth.  The other sense, particularly

in the letters to the Colossians and Ephesians, is for the entire church throughout time

and eternity, for example “God has put all things under Christ’s feet and has made

him the head over all things for the church, which is his body, the fullness of him who

fills all in all.”  (Ephesians 1.22).  There is no local church without a sense of the

wider church throughout time and space.  Equally, Christians cannot be part of that

wider church without being part of a local congregation.

The priest has another important role to play in the eucharist of representing the people

before God.  The clearest place in the New Testament where the word ‘priest’ is

applied to Christians is in the First Letter of Peter, where it applies not to the minister

but to all Christians: “Be yourselves built into a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to

offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.” (1 Peter 2.5).

This may not be meant to apply primarily to the eucharist, but to Christians in their

prayers and daily life of service to God and their neighbour.  However offering

“spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ” is a very good description

of what happens in the eucharist.  Our lives are offered to God in union with Christ’s

offering of himself.  The individual priest embodies the holy priesthood of the entire

body.  The congregation are certainly not a passive audience watching the individual

priest.  Even if they do not take on specific roles, such as reading, singing or serving,

they are taking part in offering the spiritual sacrifice by their prayers and attention.



They also take part in the action of the eucharist by their physical movements and

positions.

And they have been recognised as part of the holy priesthood in that place from the

moment they have responded together to the priest’s opening greeting and blessing

“The Lord be with you”.

Jon Blanchard

Readers may be interested to find some of Jon’s past articles for the magazine on his

blog, ‘View from the Pew – An lay Anglican and Christian tradition now’

https://anglicanchurchlife.wordpress.com

The Tale of Dorothy Pennyman

For many 18th-century families, marrying your daughter off to a man with good

prospects was very important.  A conversation between father and daughter may

have gone along the lines of:

“Dorothy, my dear, that rather pleasant and personable young man James who has

dined with us on several occasions recently, came to call on me this afternoon.”

“Oh, papa, that was very kind of him.”

“He was the one, my dear, whose family have an extensive estate somewhere up

north.”

“I remember him telling us all about it;  how it has been in the family since the 1500s

and how they…”

(Interrupting.)  “Dorothy, I’ll come straight to the point.  He has asked for your hand

in marriage and I have given him, and you, of course, my blessing.”

“Oh papa, I am so happy, even if I do have to go and live near Middlesbrough.”

For many 18th-century families, finding a suitable wife for your son meant being

certain about your future daughter-in-law’s background. Only a very few

conversations, though, between father and son would have gone as this one did.

“Welcome back, James.  Good news I hope?”

“Indeed, papa, Dorothy’s father has consented to our marriage.”

“Splendid, splendid.  I always knew she was the one for you.  Just think what the

neighbours will say, my boy, now that you are going to have the Archbishop of

Canterbury as your father-in-law.  Everyone will want to come to dinner if His Grace

is being entertained here.  What times we shall have!”
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The two young people in the conversations, Dorothy Wake and James Pennyman,

were married on 14th July 1722.  They set up home in Ormesby Old Hall, the

Pennymans’ estate in the north of Yorkshire.  Dorothy was the fourth daughter of

William Wake, the Archbishop of Canterbury from 1716 to 1737.

James was the eldest son of Sir James Pennyman of Thornton.  The Pennyman family

had been living in North Yorkshire for generations, 1495 being the oldest surviving

family will.  Ormesby Hall was situated in the heart of their estate and a description

of the property in a Victorian publication is fascinating.  It was a ‘curiously built’

house.  There was an older part that consisted of a square two-sided building, with

a courtyard, which in the late 19th century contained the servants’ offices.  These

rooms would have originally been built as rooms for the family.  The newer part of

the house, built with yellow sandstone to match the older construction, ‘looks ugly

from the outside but is most comfortable to live in with many of the rooms panelled

and with mouldings and decorations of a style that is now difficult to obtain.’  Then

comes a most telling sentence.  ‘This new part of the building was constructed by

Dorothy Pennyman, daughter and co-heiress of William Wake, Archbishop of

Canterbury.’  Perhaps, being used to life in Lambeth Palace, Dorothy had decided

that an upgrade was needed!

William Wake died in January 1737, hence

the description of Dorothy as co-heiress.

William and his wife Ethelreda did have one

son, but he died young.  Dorothy and the

surviving sisters were the recipients of

generous bequests from their father, who

died a rich man.  Bearing in mind that

Dorothy would have brought a handsome

dowry north with her when she married,

this additional money would have helped to

pay for the new build at Ormesby.  Dorothy’s husband died in 1743, aged 50, just

after the construction had begun.  She and her husband had no children, so widowed

Dorothy carried on running the estate and building it up, literally;  brick by brick we

might even say.  If the family and people around her were surprised at Dorothy’s

capabilities and knowledge in construction, then they knew little of what she had

experienced before her marriage.  Whilst at Lincoln and later at Lambeth Palace she

would have been old enough to have seen her father planning and overseeing all

manner of building projects.  At each diocese where he was Bishop, he spent large

sums of money on public buildings.  On becoming Archbishop, he had surveys

completed of his palaces, spending £11, 000 on repairs by 1732;  a prodigious sum

of money in those days.  The Croydon Palace benefitted hugely from Wake’s

restorative programme.

Dorothy continued to live at Ormesby until her death on December 2nd 1754 aged

55.  In her will, she directed that a monument be placed in the local church to her

late husband.  She, however, chose to be buried with her parents in Croydon Parish

Church.  Because of the fire in 1867 her memorial stone was destroyed and Dorothy’s

visible commemoration was lost.  Many years later, the Wake family had a new

memorial stone erected for William and Ethelreda, but Dorothy’s name was not

included. 

Ormesby Hall passed through generations of the Pennyman family until the 1960s

when it was given to the National Trust.  Today it is one of the jewels of the North in

the Trust’s portfolio.  Visitors can walk around the 250-acre estate with formal

gardens, extensive grass and woodland.  Inside the building itself, each room has

been carefully restored.  The quality and skill of the craftsmen that Dorothy employed

were exceptional.  Dorothy’s name is writ large revealing her achievement in

constructing a remarkable new build.  She may not have a memorial in Croydon

Minster any more, but the finest of monuments to her is the Palladian mansion just

a few miles from Middlesbrough.  When travel restrictions have been lifted and you



find yourself in North Yorkshire, do pay a visit to Ormesby and remember the

Archbishop’s dear daughter Dorothy.     

Archbishop Wake, however, hadn’t finished with the business of securing husbands

for his daughters.  Amy married Henry Seymer;  Etheldreda married Thomas Bennett;

Hester married Richard Broadrep;  Magdalan married William Churchill and Mary

married John Lynch, Dean of Canterbury.  One daughter, Elizabeth, remained

unmarried and sadly Charlotte died in infancy.

David Morgan

Ormesby Hall                                                                       Wikimedia Commons / francish7



Father Lee – Internet Star

This article is reproduced by kind permission of BBC News,

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-55738385

Online ‘Pimm’s and Hymns’ singalong sessions at a north Wales church

have attracted people from as far away as South Africa, Brazil and Canada.

Father Lee Taylor, from St Collen’s Church, Llangollen, set up the Facebook Live

shows when his pews fell silent due to Covid restrictions.

The former bartender said: “People started to share it and the online audience

just exploded.”

It adds “a real light in the darkness” of lockdown and a “few drinks”.

The sessions, which have been running since last March, are a homage to the

summer garden party known as ‘Pimm’s and Hymns’ Mr Taylor, 43, hosts each

year.

“I get phone calls, emails and letters from people all over the world, saying,

‘You’ve lifted my spirits’, and asking me to pray for their loved ones who are sick

with the virus,” he said.

“I started the sessions as I was trying to think of ways to bring comfort

reassurance and cheer to people at home.  While I can't hear people joining in, I

feel them there with me in the room."

Belting out everything from ‘Abide With Me’ to ‘Pack Up Your Troubles’, the vicar,

who lives with his partner of 14 years, Fabiano Duarte, is known for pouring a

glass of wine or a cocktail before performing for his Facebook congregation.

“I like to keep a libation on the piano,” he said.



SAFEGUARDING

Croydon Minster’s Parish Safeguarding Officer (PSO) is

Denise Mead

She can be contacted on:

020 8688 8104 (work) or 020 8688 5971 (home)

07957 149005 (mobile) in emergencies

croydonminster@gmail.org          mad_mead@tiscali.co.uk

Betterflow Plumbing Services
For all your plumbing work

• Installation, servicing and maintenance of gas boilers and 

all gas appliances

• Complete central heating installation

• Bathroom/shower installation

• Unvented cylinder installation, servicing and maintenance

• Wall and floor tiling

• Installation, servicing and maintenance of all plumbing 

appliances and fittings

No job too small

Call Tony on 07751 900899

Website: www.betterflowplumbingservices.co.uk

email:  bfps@ymail.com

Fully insured (Public Liability Insurance)

NO CALL OUT FEE

You can check Betterflow Plumbing Services in the Gas Safe Register

“When we started, people tuning in could see a glass of wine one week and a gin

and tonic the next, so began to join in and have a drink with me.  Soon, this

became a discussion in the Facebook comments and people would send in

photos of themselves with a tipple, singing along.”

“I've got a bit carried away on the piano after a few drinks and played all the wrong

notes a couple of times – which is always quite funny.  It’s joyful, really.”

He said “losing the churches and restricting the number at funerals” was painful

and people were “missing communal singing”.

“[So] I got some elderly people set up on the internet and sent out instructions via

email, so they could watch the live stream singalongs,” he said.

“People were soon chatting through the comments and it felt like we were all

connected.”

“I wanted to raise spirits through music and it’s been a real light in the darkness.”

Fr Lee’s sessions can be found on Facebook at

https://www.facebook.com/LlanGroupChurches/videos/741843750082118/

should anyone want to join in.
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Review: ‘When God Spoke English’

If asked to name the most renowned and influential prose throughout history, written

in the English tongue, I am quite certain that most Anglophones around the world

today will no doubt and of course, without thinking too deeply, say it was ‘that of

William Shakespeare’.  While he may very well be up there with some of the greatest

contributors to English literature, his and others’ writings may however go only as

far as our cultural enrichment.  What about faith, what about the shaping of the British

sense of morality, its culture, its influence on global politics and its global diaspora?

I recently watched a highly informative BBC documentary, first broadcast in 2011

and on the 400th anniversary of the publication of this seemingly greater but now, in

modern times, overlooked book.  I have chosen to contribute its story to this month’s

magazine by providing a review of this erstwhile broadcasted program.  I recommend

you watch it too. 

Without giving too much away and leaving you to watch the episode yourself, it would

seem that the most renowned and influential prose throughout history, written in

English, was that of the King James Bible (KJB), sometimes called the English

version of 1611, or simply the Authorized Version (AV).

When, in the 17th century, Puritans felt the English reformation had not gone far

enough and their populace began fleeing to far-off shores like America and Holland,

and the Church of England pressed for stricter charges of sedition in the name of the

Monarch, also the head of the faith of England, both sides agreed on one thing at

least;  a standard, collaboratively translated Bible into English, as true to its origins

as possible.  This was necessary to quell differences and provide speakers of English

with a book of faith to unite them in language and meaning, and so began the journey

of the King James Bible.

King James I, a Jacobean and well-written scholar himself, saw this as an opportunity

not only to bring religious squabbling under his reign to an end but also to create a

legacy in his name;  an authorised version of the Book.  Never before had a Bible

borne the name of a king;  a king who was also head of the church of his kingdom.

This was indeed very much a political move on his part.  I don’t believe that he really

envisaged its unintentional consequence that followed for centuries to come. 

King James set about the project very astutely, appointing committees, not only of

clergymen but also of academic scholars, merchants who delved into Greek

mythology as a hobby and people from all walks of life.  They were literate,

multilingual and each on their own had something to contribute to church, king and

country.  The aim was to produce a beautiful book of faith, not only true to its Hebrew

and Greek origins but a Bible that could be read on Sundays, in schools and homes

throughout the nation and the kingdom’s future growing empire for the next several

hundred years. 

It seems these ‘scribes and translators’ understood and undertook their task well

enough and with respect to not only ‘manifest the Word of God in its purity to the

page of the Book’ but to create a prose that could be heard by those who listened.

Much effort was taken to ensure the reading of the Bible would sound ‘as music to

the ears’ on any given Sunday, to households and schools throughout the realm or

even to a 20th-century Scots fisherman mourning the taking of his young son to the

seas off the Outer Hebrides.  The reading of Psalm 77 by the BBC documentary

presenter on behalf of this grieving father is quite moving. 

Unfortunately, the first publications of the Bible in common English that we have

come to know today fell flat at the time.  The English Civil War was brewing, and

only after thirty years of that bloody conflict and a short-lived republic under

Cromwell, did the nation take up the Book as a means to reconnect to its royalist past



and also to the Word of God.  The Bible in its beauty and its script in English rang

true for those who were listening and somehow it still does so today. 

King James may have had other ideas about his legacy that he would want to leave

to us but the English translation of the Bible, under his authority, albeit due to his

political ambitions, is by far the most renowned and influential contribution to English

prose, its words of faith and that of many far-flung peoples around the world to this

day;  a spiritual enrichment for everyday people and written in English.  This is

certainly the age when God spoke English.  The translation of the Bible is the

manifestation of God’s Word in any and every language.  Shouldn’t that be so? 

If you would like to know more about the history of the Bible written in English then

I highly recommend you watch this enriching programme; ‘When God Spoke

English,’ produced by the BBC in 2011 and can now be found on YouTube too.  It is

presented by Adam Nicolson with contributions by probably, my most favourite

television history presenter, Dr Lucy Worsley, Joint Chief Curator at Historic Royal

Palaces.

Enjoy watching and peace be with us!

Craig Holmes, fellow parishioner
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FAMILY FIRM OF

Funeral Directors

Established 1877

Immediate Personal Service

Head Office:

1 Norfolk House

Wellesley Road, Croydon CR0 1LH

Telephone - 020 8688 1447 & 020 8688 2003

Fax - 020 8688 5330

Chapel and Monumental Works:

21/27 Sheldon Street, Croydon

Contact us for Pre-Arranged

Funeral Expenses Plans

National Association of Funeral Directors (NAFD)

Contacts
CROYDON MINSTER (St John the Baptist)

Church Street, Croydon CR0 1RN - 020 8688 8104 (Fax 020 8688 5877)

Email:  croydonminster@gmail.com     Website:  www.croydonminster.org

ST GEORGE’S CHURCH

Barrow Road, Waddon CR0 4EZ - 020 8688 7006

Priest-in-Charge Revd Canon Dr Andrew Bishop 020 8688 8104

Advisor and Assisting Priest Canon John Ackland 07831 516662

Assistant Priest Revd Alan Bayes 07792 846452

Assistant Priest, St George’s  Revd Linda Fox     07736 708828

Hon Curate, St George’s Revd Peter Smith 07856 365561

Lay Readers

Croydon Minster Elaine Cooper 020 8686 7315

St George’s Marcia Grant-Che 07969 653110

Southwark Pastoral Auxiliary Diana Hemmings 020 8667 0575

Churchwardens

Croydon Minster Arlene Esdaile 020 8657 5187

Pamela Hall 07966 521761

St George’s Christine Crawley 07770 613948

Carol Milgate 07984 112804 

Director of Music Ronny Krippner 020 8688 8104

Verger and Parish Administrator Denise Mead 020 8688 5971

(home)

Vicar’s PA Angela Bond 020 8688 8104

Master of the Ringers Shirley McGill 020 8406 3083

PCC Secretaries

Croydon Minster Sue Kibler 07941 744101

St George’s Lynne Kerwood 020 8688 1666 

Treasurers

Croydon Minster Debbie Miller 020 8688 8104

St George’s Carol Milgate, Treasurer     07984 112804

Ethel Dixon, Assistant



* REGULAR SCHEDULE IS CURRENTLY SUSPENDED *

Croydon Minster

Morning Prayer, weekdays (excluding Tuesday), 8.30am

Sunday

8.00am - Eucharist

10.00am - Sung Eucharist;

Creche (ages 0 – 4), Kingfishers (4 –10) and Blue Door Group (11+)

6.30pm - Choral Evensong

Monday

11.00am - Eucharist

Tuesday

8.30am - Eucharist

9.00am - Morning Prayer

11.00am - Eucharist

5.30pm - Choral Evensong sung by the Boy Choristers *

Wednesday

11.00am - Eucharist  (Book of Common Prayer)

5.30pm - Choral Evensong sung by the Girl Choristers *

Thursday

7.00pm - Choral Evensong (men’s voices) *

Friday

11.00am - Eucharist

Saturday

10.00am - Eucharist

* Term time only

St George’s, Waddon

Sunday

10.00am - Parish Eucharist, Noah’s Ark (ages 5 –11)

Thursday

10.00am - Eucharist with Discussion (Traditional Language)

Times of Services


